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It has been shown by M. E. Watkins that the connectivity of edge transitive finite 
graphs is gxatest possible. The main Theorem of this paper weakens the condi- 
tion of edge transitivity and is used to show that the connectivity of the graph of 
the assignment polytope is equal to its degree, thereby proving a conjecture of 
Balinski and Russakoff. 
The connectivity K(G) of a finite graph G is the minimum number of vertices 
after whose removal G becomes disconnected or trivial. Clearly K(G) cannot be 
larger than the minimum degree p(G) of G. If K(G) = p(G) the connectivity 
of G is said to be greatest possible. We will establish conditions ensuring 
greatest possible connectivity and wiI1 apply our results to show that the 
connectivity of the graph of the assignment polytope is equal to its degree, 
thereby proving a conjecture of Balinski and Russakoff [I]~ We also show 
that the connectivity of the complement of this graph is greatest possible 
unless the complement is disconnected. For the proofs we will use the follow- 
ing results of M. E. Watkins [4]: 
k set S of vertices of G for which G\S is disconnected is called a separating 
set. If the number / S j of vertices in S is equal to K(G) we speak of a ~z~n~rnza~~ 
separating set and call the components of G\S parts of G with respect to 
Following [4] we define 
p(G) = min(minfl P 1: B is a part w.r.t.S): 1 S 1 = K(G):, 
call a part P an atomic part if P = p(G), and note the following properties of 
atomic parts of a finite connected graph G: 
(I) p(G) 3 2 if and only if K(G) is smaller than pi 
(2) Distinct atomic parts are disjoint. (See 
(3) Let S be a minimum separating set. en any atomic part is 
either contained in S or disjoint from S. 
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(4) Let P be an atomic part of G and r tL ” “uc”I”“‘y”‘“‘I’ &A”uy “I v. 
If every vertex of G is contained in ~JP for some q~ E r, then K(G) = q(G) 
for some n 2 2. 
Property (3) is essentially the same as Lemma 3.5 of [4] as the regularity of 
G is never used in the proof and because K(G) = p(G) makes the statement 
trivial. (4) is a version of Lemma 4.1 o¶? [4] and is easily proved analogously. 
If e is an arbitrary edge of G let re denote the subgraph of G consisting of 
all edges ye, F E J’, and their endpoints. Clearly all components of J’e are 
isomorphic. Let r,,e be the component of re containing e and / r,e / the 
number of vertices in r,e. 
THEOREM. The connected graph G has greatest possible connectivity if the 
following two conditions holdfor every edge e of G: 
(i) I’e is a spanning subgraph of G. 
(ii) p(G) < 2 1 r,,e 1 or 1 G / < 3 / r,e /. 
Proof. Suppose K(G) < p(G) and let P be an atomic part of G. By (1) 
p(G) 3 2 and P contains at least 2 vertices. Since atomic parts are connected 
there is an edge e in P. As ?P is again an atomic part for all y E r and as 
distinct atomic parts are disjoint it is clear that P contains r,e. Now p(G) < 
2 [ r,,e / would imply K(G) < p(G) < 2p(G). But, by condition (i) of the 
hypothesis, every vertex lies in some image of P. Hence by (4), K(G) > 2p(G), 
providing the contradiction. On the other hand, if 1 G I \< 3 1 r,,e 1 there are 
at most 3 atomic parts in G. But then any atomic part P and its minimum 
separating set S already contain all vertices of G, in contradiction to the 
definition of a separating set. 
It should be noted that (i) trivially holds if G is vertex transitive. 
Cayley graphs form a special class of vertex transitive graphs. They 
are defined as follows. Let A be a group and C be a subset of A not containing 
the identity. Then the Cayley graph GA,c is defined on A by connecting every 
vertex 01 E A with all vertices W, (T E C. Noting that the unordered pair 
[a, w+] is an edge if [01, W] is one, we see that we can assume C to be 
closed under inversion. For /3 E A it is easily seen that [LX, ala] is an edge of 
GA,c if and only if [/301, ,8 01cr is one. Thus, left multiplication by elements of A ] 
is an automorphism and G is vertex transitive. For later convenience we 
introduce the notation fly: for left multiplication by /3, i.e. the mapping 
/3*: olt-+@ for all cy. E G. We further observe that GAsc is connected if and 
only if C generates A. We will denote the subgroup of A generated by a 
subset C by (C). Finally, we note that every group automorphism y of A 
with qZ = C is a graph automorphism. This is readily checked and has 
apparently first been used by Frucht [3, Theorem 2.41, albeit in a special 
case. 
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COROLLARY .l. Let the$nite group A be generated by a set C which is the 
disjoint union .of sets Ci , ‘where all Ci are closed under inversion and do not 
contain the identity. Then the Cayley graph G A,C has greatest possible connec- 
tivity f the follawing conditions are satisfied 
(a) j Ci j > (l/2) j C j for all i or 1 Ci / > (l/3) j A j fir all i. 
(b) To every cr, T E Ci there is an automorphism y of A with 9~ = T 
or 7-l and FC = 6. 
Froof. Let [01, 0101 be an arbitrary edge of GA,c with u E C, . It suffices 
to show that I’,Jcy, au.1 contains all vertices of the form 01y, y E (C,), because 
then /(C& < I I’,,[E, ala]]. We show first that ro[a, ao] contains all vertices 
of the form ET, T E Ci . For given r E C, , let 9 be an a~tQmor~b~srn of .A 
given by (b) with TO = T or r-l. For TO = T we set 51 = c~*q$l and for 
CpG = 2-l we define # = OL*~*~C$. Then $ applied to [a, o!cr] gives the 
unordered pair [a, 01~1. Hence [ol, 0171 and [ a, w] have the vertex 01 in comrnQ~ 
and 017 is in F,,[ol, a~]. Continuing by induction one sees that rO[ol, tic] 
contains all elements 01~~ TV ... -rk for rj E C, , and hence ah czy, y E (Q. This 
completes the proof. 
It may be worthwhile to note that not alI Cayley graphs have greatest 
possible connectivity. For infinite groups this is trivial, because the Cayley 
graph of a free group with respect to a free generating system is a tree. 
Finite Cayley graphs also behave as badly as vertex transitive graphs in 
general. It has been shown in [4, Theorem 3] that the least upper bound of 
~(G)/K(G) for vertex transitive connected G is 3/2 and that this bound is never 
attained. This still holds if one restricts G to the class of Cayley graphs, 
because the lexicographic product of a polygon of length at least four by a 
complete graph used for the proof of Theorem 3 in [4] is the Cayley grap 
G AxB,C of the direct product of a cyclic group A = (a / a* = 
group B with respect to the generating set C = B w  aB u cd- 
Following Balinski and Russakoff [I, Statement Sl] we define the graph 
G, of the assignment polytope on the elements of the symmetric group S, by 
connecting c7, 7 E S, by an edge if the permutation 07-l is a cycle of some 
length k for 2 < k < n.. Thus G, = GS,,c , where C denotes the set of all 
nontrivial cycles of S, , because M+K~. is a nontrivial cycle if and only if CT is. 
COROLLARY 2. Let C be the union of a collection of ~o~tr~via~ co~j~gacy 
classes Ci of S, , n > 5, containing at least ooze odd permutation. Then 
has greatest possible connectivity. In particular, the ~o~nect~~~ty 5f G, a 
complement is greatest possible for n 3 5. 
ProoJ: Two permutations of S, are conjugate if and only if they have the 
same number of (disjoint) cycles of each length. Thus the Ci are closed under 
inversion and condition (b) of Corollary 1 holds because conjugation is an 
a~~orn~r~h~srn~ 
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To verify (a) we observe that (C& is a nontrivial normal subgroup of S, 
because Ci is closed under conjugation. As the alternating group A, is the 
only proper, non-trivial, normal subgroup of S, for IZ 3 5 we thus have 
A, C (C,), for all i, and I C I < I S, / = 2 I A, I. 
Finally, at least one (CJ must be equal to S, , because A, contains only 
even permutations. Hence, C generates S, and we can apply Corollary 1. 
One can easily check that the connectivity of G, is greatest possible for 
n < 5 too and that the complement of G, is disconnected for n = 2, 3, 4. 
This can also be found, together with a thorough investigation of other 
properties of G, , in the paper [2] of R. A. Brualdi and P. M. Gibson. 
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